Hook (*Hint: Multi-Vocal is Engaging!*)

Introduction to Podcast

Podcast Title

Research Question

Monologue

*Hint: Think about your Focus Sentence here – break down what you’re investigating*

---

*NOTE: THE WORD ‘SOURCE’ HERE INCLUDES INTERVIEWS, ARTICLES, AND ESSENTIALLY ANY INFORMATION YOU PULL FROM OUTSIDE OF YOURSELF AS THE CREATOR OF THIS PODCAST. THINK BACK TO THE ONESEARCH WORKSHOP AND THINK AHEAD TO THE SOURCES + INTERVIEWS ASSIGNMENT DUE MONDAY.*
Source (Hint: What Source *Really* Grabbed You?)

Framing Question

Reflection

NOTE: THE WORD 'SOURCE' HERE INCLUDES INTERVIEWS, ARTICLES, AND ESSENTIALLY ANY INFORMATION YOU PULL FROM OUTSIDE OF YOURSELF AS THE CREATOR OF THIS PODCAST. THINK BACK TO THE ONESearch WORKSHOP AND THINK AHEAD TO THE SOURCES + INTERVIEWS ASSIGNMENT DUE MONDAY.
Source (Hint: What Source Connects Others?)

Monologue

Framing Question

Source (Hint: If that last one was an interview, switch to a written source and vice versa)

Closing

Note: You will not come to one definitive yes/no answer or 'decision' in this podcast!

NOTE: THE WORD 'SOURCE' HERE INCLUDES INTERVIEWS, ARTICLES, AND ESSENTIALLY ANY INFORMATION YOU PULL FROM OUTSIDE OF YOURSELF AS THE CREATOR OF THIS PODCAST. THINK BACK TO THE ONESEARCH WORKSHOP AND THINK AHEAD TO THE SOURCES + INTERVIEWS ASSIGNMENT DUE MONDAY.